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Plan

- Recap:PKE
Logistics

*CCAsecurity
*Meet w/ as rei

*CLA-Secure ElGamal enc. projects
- Defn:ID Protocols

-Break spinan- Defn:Sigma protocols
- Team membership

- Schnor'sIDprotocol - Pet2



Recap:PKE
Over mass space In

Gen (14) - (sk,pk)

Enc(pk,m) - ct

Dec (sk, ct) -> m

rectness:for all (sk,ph) - Gen(I"), X meth

Deofsk, Enc(p,m)) =m.

⑳Security Welf advs 5reg) for sit. adv's advantage
in dist 350 vs. bit is negl(n)...

[CCAsecurity allows decryption queries]
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(sn, pk(- Gen/1Y pr S
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mi - Decsk,(i)
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DH as Pub -key Enc

Alice Alice's Public key Bob
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Params:AtScheme (Encpe, Decpe) Kayspace 92
Hash Sn:H:4-9

Group 4 oforder q, generator ge
(4 =59,92,99", - ...,g4))

Gen () - X -EqE return sk =x, pk =g*
Er(ph,m) - [ r Ea

S R= Hash (pr) =Hash(gY)
return (g", Enan=(k, m)(

DecIsk, (0,0)) - 3K
& Hash(c) =Hash(g)

I
return Decne(h,c)

(See Borch-Shoup $12.4for details)

x more later
Iswe model it as a random oracle,
and "interactive CDA assumption"hosts, this scheme is

A
secure SkE & Given (9,9", 9") and

Iorach Gin,1ux=-]
compute y*



allthe restofthe week...

- Identification protocol
*Defn
*Schnorr

-Fiat-Shamir heuristic

- Digital signatures Nexttime

*Defr 3
*Construction



I

entification Protocol

Way back when we talked aboutMACs...

Client (R)
Server (k)

8 <
· r,"challenge"

B r= 50,1328A
M t = MAC(k, v)

"response" ".
3
accept
t =MA((k,-)

We didn't define security formally...
agoal: "Security against eavesdropping attacks"

*Attacker watches many interactions by COS
*Attacker tries to anthorticate

why weak? Whatifattacker is server?

-> ID Protocols used in some cases (chip6PIW, password, etc)
↳ As well see, digital sigs even more common.



ID Protocol:Security against Eavesdropping Attacks

Consists ofkeygen all Gen1Ie(sk, rk),
clientalg P, prover
server als V, verifier See Borch-

Shou
P& U can be stateful, interactive. $18.

Attacker power:See server state

Attacker'sgoal:Authenticate as client limpersonate)

Challergen Adversary

(sk,vk) <Gen() rk
S

P,- transcript, >

par-a transcripts
i

*V accepts,
W C

ID attempts P

accept

d
Secure if adv causes chal to

acc/rej accept ~I Megh prob

N.B. Security here only holds when serve is honest.

[ Doesn'tprotect against active attacks:server thatI
deviates from protocol.



DBLEM?
MAC and password-based ID schemes

NoT secure against caresdropping attack? VI is secret
Ifattacker gets ri (compromise server)-> can authenticate

as client
Credential breaches are common? RSA, LastPass, ....



Goal:A"publickey"ID protocol.
↳ No secrets stored on server.

Sk ple
-

I2
-

↓

acclrei

Useful as stepping stone to construct

Sailsig schemes (nexttime).
↳Used everywhere

To built ple ID protocols, we will constructIK

"proofs ofknowledge."for the special case of 6108...

PROVER

Versionande(x,gY
8 [

-

I -

&
[stor ofmsys looks likeE(sigmes]

[sail.Will cover I later on in MUCH more
I I



Break



Defn .5Sigma Protocol

LetR = [0,13* =90,134 be a relation. [efficiently
recognizable)Think:R=S(x,9") ( x =[q] for 4: <g> order
o

for (X, 2) R
↑ & Statement
witness

Sigme protocol consists oftwo algs (P,V):

P(X,3) V(y)

commitment
I

L challenge

response >

t
0 (acurei)

Let<P,V) (x,y) denote outputofPSIU on (x,4).



Dey:Asigma protocol for relation R is eff algs(P, V)
thatsatisfies the following props:

1. Completeness. HonestV accepts honest P.

Y(x,y) =R

Pr[<P,v>(x,y) =1] =1.

2. Knowledge soundness. Only way
p* convinces V

is by "knowing"witness x.

Philosophical Q:Whatdoes itmean for an[ algorithm to know x? 3
Any ideas?

Idea:p* "knows"xisgiven access to

successful PY, can "extrack" is from it.

7off alo &sit. for transcripts thatV(y) accepts
1, c, z), (,, z') with a

featur:)=(+,c,z),(t,i,z)) =x.



3. Honest-verifier zero knowledge.
Honestv"learns nothing aboutx"from interacting
with honest P.

"Tenn[Philosophical Q:Whatdoes itmean to Iasthing "from an interaction?

Idea:V has "learned nothing"ifitcan ess.
simulate ex of its interaction with P.

(P,U) is AVEK if I eff Sim s. Y(x,y) eR

msgs between

[ ↑(x,y) and VCY) 3 [Sim(y)3.

-> Input to simulator captures "whatleaks"toV.

Thereare "simple"Sigma protocols for:
*Dlog R=((x,9"):xep3

*RSA

-Factoring R =(((p,9), p.9):p.qc Primes]
*Any ND relation

...

3SAT, sColoring,...-
↳ Notnecessarily concretely efficient.



⑯toID Protocols

for a sis 5: x-2 define

Rs :=[(x,f(x):x ex3

Genl) -> E xX / y = f(x)

Sk & X
S

vk = y

climscon - a

try
protocol

a
Server(rk =f(x)

o

Claim:This ID protocol is secure against
caresdropping attacks.

AVIK =>Eavesdropper"learns nothing"about secret X-

by seeing many
auth transcripts (exceptrie)

knowledge-> Cheating clientcan't auth
↳ Cheats w.p. - challenge spacel +Ad

Any client who can cheatscheme
can invert 8WF.



Schnorr'sProtocol

Group G=39,92,,, . . . .,g23 ofprime order of
in which blog assumption holds.

Relation R = ( (9,9"):x = [q).

P(X,y =g") ↓(3 =gY)
~* Ea
stee

-q Za

z=r+cx +Zg Accept is
d

mod o -.y ==g*e4-

Importantthatchallenge space is large.
Butcan be so.

-

e.g. 128 bits instead of256.

#P can guess challenge in advance, can cheat V.



Schnour's Protocol:Analysis

1. Completeness. for (x,gYR verifier accepts if

y. = =g2
x

gr =gr+x/I

2. Knowledge soundness. Consider accepting txs:

(t,c,z),(t,c,z) c +c

Extractor outputs x = =Eg. Why?]
byg*t.y" =gE

yc
-c
=gz

-z? Since to, s exists.

2 - Z

y
=

g iek

2 - z
=>x

=

c
-c*Eq



3. AVEK.

Consider the simulator.

Sim(y) = -Zq

S - - g2.yc4

Output (+,c,z)
I

Need to show simulation is perfect.
*In true kx, w, c are independentuniform eEq.
xvalue t is s.k. J.y=gzeG.
~Same here!

fullIK allows verifier to deviate from protocol.
Sim mustwork for all V4-not justhonest.
=>This simulation fails?

e.g. c= AES(9,0)



So we now have an ID scheme from blog

X
3

gY

I C

>

d

acc/rej

Beware: Typically fontwantto use directly.

e.g. active attacks.



Extensions: "OR" Protocols

I can convince V that itknows I of a drags

Idea:Run a sigma protocols in parallel.-

1)

I can "cheat on atmost one of them

y*

P(X) vig x2, . . . . .,gY)
For i=1,..., n

Iti,;, zi) Sim(ei)
R

wix2a
riX

↳;* - 9 Ni

Choose

--
YEq

C,*S.K.

C.*=ci ==Eq
i =1

iti

C.,..--, Cu

En
Zi*xxxx is for all is 51, ..., n

gi? ,y="

Given two accepting exe, argue thatIitsit.

ci*Fcix => can extract at leastone day.


